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Spin and charge fluctuation induced pairing in ABCB tetralayer graphene
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Motivated by the recent experimental realization of ABCB stacked tetralayer graphene [Wirth et al., ACS
Nano 16, 16617 (2022)], we study correlated phenomena in moiré-less graphene tetralayers for realistic inter-
action profiles using an orbital resolved random phase approximation approach. We demonstrate that magnetic
fluctuations originating from local interactions are crucial close to the van Hove singularities on the electron- and
hole-doped side promoting layer selective ferrimagnetic states. Spin fluctuations around these magnetic states
enhance unconventional spin-triplet, valley-singlet superconductivity with f -wave symmetry due to intervalley
scattering. Charge fluctuations arising from long range Coulomb interactions promote doubly degenerate p-wave
superconductivity close to the van Hove singularities. At the conduction band edge of ABCB graphene, we find
that both spin and charge fluctuations drive f -wave superconductivity. Our analysis suggests a strong competition
between superconducting states emerging from long- and short-ranged Coulomb interactions and thus stresses
the importance of microscopically derived interaction profiles to make reliable predictions for the origin of
superconductivity in graphene-based heterostructures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.6.L012003

Introduction. The experimental discovery of cascades
of correlated phases and superconductivity in ultraclean
graphene multilayers without [1–6] and with [7–19] a stacking
twist has led to tremendous research interest. Experimental
studies of multilayer graphene suggest the existence of ferro-
magnetic phases in the form of half- and quarter metals [1,20],
Wigner crystals [1], and in particular superconductivity that
emerges in Bernal bilayer (AB) and rhombohedral trilayer
(ABC) graphene for external displacement fields and either
in the presence of external magnetic fields [2,4] or proximity
induced spin-orbit coupling [3,5]. From a fabrication point of
view, untwisted graphene stacks are simpler to handle as twist
angle variations and other stacking imperfections are easier to
control. It is therefore that experiments along with atomistic
theoretical studies can provide a microscopic understanding
of correlation effects, in particular as hindering disorder ef-
fects can be disregarded and multilayer graphene stacks omit
nm-scale unit cells as well as a more sophisticated theory of
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topological obstruction of the low-energy bands when com-
pared to their twisted counterparts [21–23].

Nonetheless, band flattening in untwisted graphene stacks
is restricted to small Fermi surface patches around the valleys
K and K ′, which hampers theoretical descriptions without
losing contact to the microscopics. Previous works [24–36]
resort to effective continuum or adapted Slonzecewski-Weiss-
McClure models with ultraviolet cutoff that are only valid near
the valleys K (′) and hence severely complicate a description of
realistic orbital-resolved interaction profiles that account for
short- and long-ranged interactions consistently. Instead, an
approximate spin/valley SU (4) symmetry arises from consid-
ering the long-ranged tail of the Coulomb interaction alone.

Motivated by the recent experimental characterization
of different tetralayer graphene stacks [37,38], we remedy
the aforementioned shortcomings and study correlated
phenomena in moiré-less graphene tetralayers for ab initio
motivated models and realistic interaction profiles using
an orbital resolved random phase approximation approach
(RPA). In particular, we focus on ABCB stacked graphene
that breaks inversion symmetry and thus features intrinsic
electrical fields. The latter open a band gap at charge neutrality
and hence play the same role as external displacement fields
that are necessary to stabilize superconductivity in bi- and
trilayer graphene. While previous works mainly focused
on pairing mediated by electron-phonon coupling [39–41],
fluctuations around flavor symmetry broken phases [24–27],
or charge fluctuations arising from repulsive Coulomb
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interactions [28–36], we discuss the interplay of spin and
charge fluctuations to the formation of weak coupling
instabilities on general grounds based on a microscopic model
of the carbon pz orbitals. In view of the various spin-polarized
phases governing large areas of the phase diagram of bi-
and trilayer graphene [1], we first characterize the role of
spin fluctuations towards the formation of magnetic order in
ABCB graphene. To disentangle the influence of long- and
short-ranged interactions as well as their contributions to spin-
and charge-enhanced superconductivity, we next study three
different pairing mechanisms based on (i) spin-fluctuations
from local interactions (xRPA) (ii) screening of long-ranged
Coulomb interactions (dRPA) and (iii) a combined approach
(xdRPA) that captures both long- and short-ranged Coulomb
interactions.

Microscopic Model. We model the electronic band
structure of graphene tetralayers employing a modified
Slonzecewski-Weiss-McClure Hamiltonian [42]. The result-
ing kinetic Hamiltonian represents an atomistic model of
tetralayer graphene consistent with first-principle calcula-
tions [43], see Supplemental Material (SM) [44] for details on
the parametrization. The upper panels of Fig. 1 show the low-
energy band structure of the three inequivalent thermally sta-
ble stacking configurations of tetralayer graphene: ABCB (a),
ABCA (b), and ABAB (c). The color encodes the polarization
Po of the dominant orbitals. For ABCB graphene we find that
most weight is concentrated on the a site in the first layer and
the b site in the third layer. Due to broken layer inversion sym-
metry, ABCB graphene features a band gap of �g ≈ 20 meV
at charge neutrality without the application of an external elec-
tric field [45–47]. The latter can be explained by localization
of charge carriers in the A and C layers creating a crystal field
pointing from the outer B to the A layer. Due to this internally
existing electric field, the bands become gapped at charge neu-
trality and experience additional flattening around the K and
K ′ valleys. This is reflected in the density of states (DOS) [see
Fig. 1(d)] that indicates van Hove singularities (VHS) close
to charge neutrality on the electron- and hole-doped side. In
particular, the internal electrical fields in ABCB boost the
VHS compared to ABCA and ABAB graphene. Therefore, we
expect the effects of electron-electron interactions to be most
significant in ABCB graphene. By inspection of the ABCB
Fermi surface for various fillings we observe a Lifshitz transi-
tion from a (annular) single-pocket to a three-pocket structure,
which signals an intriguing interplay between nesting- and
DOS-driven Fermi surface instabilities and resembles AB
graphene under an electrical field. As the latter hosts mag-
netic states [1], we start with a discussion of spin fluctuation
induced instabilities in the following.

Spin fluctuations and magnetic instabilities. To study mag-
netic correlations in few-layer graphene, we use a random
phase approximation (RPA) approach. We calculate the free
electronic susceptibility χ̂0(q) = Trk[Ĝ0(k − q)ĜT

0 (k)] in the
static limit iq0 → 0, where Ĝ0(k) is the free Matsubara
Green’s function and k = (ik0, k) the electronic “four mo-
mentum.” The system’s multiorbital nature is encoded in the
(Hermitian) matrix structure of χ̂0(q), intrinsically rendering
its components complex even in the static limit. Assuming
a local Hubbard interaction U allows us to resum the in-
finite ladder series in the crossed particle-hole channel to

FIG. 1. Band structure and density of states (DOS) for differ-
ent tetralayer graphene structures without an applied electric field.
Panels (a)–(c): Low-energy band structure near valley K with the rel-
ative orbital polarization Po of the bands indicated by the diverging
colormap. The different stacking configurations of ABCB, ABCA,
and ABAB tetralayer graphene are shown above while the two sites
with dominant spectral weight are indicated. Panel (d): DOS within
the range of the valley-flat bands. Intrinsic electrical fields caused
by broken inversion symmetry open a band gap of �g ≈ 20 meV in
ABCB stacked graphene and flatten the low-energy bands around the
valleys K, K ′. Hence, ABCB has the highest DOS near the van Hove
singularities (VHS) on the electron- and hole-doped side. The inset
highlights different Fermi surfaces around valley K as the chemical
potential is tuned through the VHS on the hole-doped side. Starting
from the edge of the valence band, the Fermi surface undergoes
a Lifshitz transition as the three pockets originating from trigonal
warping continuously transform to an annular Fermi surface.

arrive at a Stoner-like criterion [48] for the orbital-resolved
susceptibility χ̂0(q): The critical interaction strength required
for the onset of magnetic order is given by Uc = 1/χm

0 (qm),
with χm

0 (qm) the largest (real) eigenvalue of χ̂0(qm) and qm

the transfer momentum at which the maximum occurs. We
adapt T = 5 · 10−5 eV as temperature broadening for χ̂0(q)
throughout this work, see SM [44] for more details on the
orbital-space RPA.

The assumption of starting from local Hubbard-U interac-
tions is motivated by the substantial role screening plays in
the vicinity of the VHS. Charge fluctuations predominantly
suppress the long-wavelength component (q = 0) of the initial
Coulomb interaction at the VHS as mandated by the maxi-
mum of the polarization function χ̂0(q) at �, see Fig. 2(c).
Contrarily, the effective RPA-renormalized interaction in the
exchange channel Ŵ RPA(q) = Û [1 − Û χ̂0(q)]−1 undergoes
significant enhancement at � when resumming the remaining
local interactions, see Fig. S3(r) in the Supplemental Material
[44]. This aligns with recent experimental [1,4] and theoreti-
cal works [24–26,49] that report spin-polarized half metals in
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FIG. 2. Spin correlations in the presence of local interactions in
ABCB tetralayer graphene. (a) Critical onsite interaction Uc required
for the onset of magnetic order (purple) and DOS (grey) for μ close
to the VHS of the valence band. We expect an increased tendency
towards magnetic order at the van Hove filling μVHS ≈ −3.9 meV.
The leading magnetic correlations are displayed in panel (b): Each
curve corresponds to the magnetization within one layer. At μ ≈
μVHS, local interactions drive ferrimagnetism in the C layer, while
away from the VHS antiferromagnetic fluctuations gain importance
in all layers. (c) Momentum structure of the leading eigenvalue of the
susceptibility matrix χ̂0(q) for μ ≈ μVHS and μ > μVHS [c.f. mark-
ers in (a)]. The transfer momenta supported by the Fermi surface
are q ≈ � and q ≈ K (′). The K valley (left subpanel) includes the
Fermi contour. (d) Band renormalization of up (blue) and down (red)
electrons due to the ferrimagnetic instability at μVHS.

related bi- and trilayer graphene structures near the VHS. For
light hole doping, delocalization of the free electrons along-
side the decreasing impact of electron screening suggests the
revival of long-ranged Coulomb interactions. As a first step,
we therefore focus on initial short-ranged interactions in the
following and analyze its impact on magnetic ordering near
the VHS.

Figure 2(a) demonstrates the magnetic ordering tendencies
of ABCB tetralayer graphene near the valence band VHS for
local interactions U . The critical interaction strength drops
to Uc ≈ 4.5 eV, which is of similar order as estimates of the
effective (screened) onsite U in graphene [50,51]. In Fig. 2(b)
we demonstrate that the valence band VHS drives ferrimag-
netic fluctuations within the C layer of ABCB graphene,
while away from the VHS layer-agnostic antiferromagnetic
fluctuations gain in importance. The momentum structure
of the magnetic susceptibility near q ≈ �, K (′) is shown in
panel (c). The weight distribution of χm

0 (q) evolves upon
doping across the valence band VHS, but the leading con-
tribution always stems from momenta close to �. To study
band renormalization within the ferrimagnetic phase at the
VHS, we post-process our RPA results within a self-consistent
Hartree-Fock approach, see Fig. 2(d). The ferrimagnetic in-
stability splits the band of spin up (down) electrons within
both valleys equally and hence breaks the original spin

degeneracy of the system. Therefore, we conclude that ex-
change scatterings as represented by the Hubbard-U term
are particularly relevant at the VHS driving ferrimagnetic
order [52,53], which aligns with previous reports of spin-
polarized half-metal phases [24–26,49] in other multilayer
graphene stacks. Other orders, e.g., intervalley coherent order,
may emerge as subsequent instabilities from the magnetic one
in the presence of purely local interactions. For the VHS on
the electron-doped side, a similar picture of magnetic insta-
bilities emerges (see SM [44]), allowing us to focus on the
hole-doped side.

Pairing from local interactions. As established in the
previous paragraph, local interactions cause ferrimagnetic
correlations to prevail in ABCB graphene on the hole-doped
side. This is particularly striking as large areas in the phase di-
agram of bilayer graphene are governed by symmetry-broken
phases that show clear indications of hysteresis [1]. Close
to the ferrimagnetic instability, spin fluctuations arising from
local, repulsive interactions can provide the pairing glue for
an unconventional superconducting state [54–59], which is
captured by the (static) pairing vertex

V PP
X (k, k′) = Û − Û χ̂0(qX )Û

1 − Û χ̂0(qX )
+ [Û χ̂0(qD)]2Û

1 − [Û χ̂0(qD)]2
, (1)

where U is the local onsite interaction and qX (D) = k ± k′

denotes the dominant momentum transfer in the exchange
(direct) particle-hole channel, see SM [44] for details. We
finally solve the linearized gap equation in the projected sub-
space containing the bands in an energy window W around
the Fermi level

λSC�b(k) = − 1

Nk

∑

k′b′
V̂ PP

S,bb′ (k, k′)χPP
b′ (k′)�b′ (k′), (2)

where V̂ PP
S,bb′ and χPP

b′ denote the band-projected effective
pairing vertex and particle-particle susceptibility, respec-
tively. The largest coupling constant is proportional to the
critical temperature Tc = T e−1/λSC of the superconducting
transition [60] and the corresponding eigenfunction yields
the symmetry of the superconducting (SC) order parameter
�b(k).

Since local interactions are flat in momentum space, they
induce both inter- and intravalley coupling. In conjunction
with single layer ferromagnetic fluctuations, the intervalley
exchange enhances order parameters that are (i) spin-triplet
and (ii) change sign under a valley flip. We find that lo-
cal interactions (xRPA) exclusively promote valley-singlet,
spin-triplet f -wave order for all fillings around the VHS in
ABCB stacked graphene. The coupling constant λSC is en-
hanced close to the Stoner transition for U = 4 eV as plotted
in purple in Fig. 3(a), while it decreases continuously when
doping away from the VHS. As soon as the Stoner regime
is reached (U � Uc), superconductivity is suppressed and the
peak of the coupling constant λSC splits into two as shown in
Fig. 3(b). Further screening of local interactions may there-
fore shift the position of superconducting regions observed in
experiment [11].

Pairing from screened Coulomb interactions. Screened
Coulomb repulsion was discussed to provide the dominant
pairing glue in bi- and trilayer graphene [28–31,34,61]. In
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FIG. 3. Superconducting instabilities mediated by spin and
charge fluctuations in ABCB graphene. (a),(b) Leading SC coupling
constant λSC as function of the chemical potential μ for different
values of the onsite interaction U . Screening (dRPA) favors doubly-
degenerate px,y-wave superconducting order near the VHS (black
star) and almost degenerate f /s+-wave SC order for low-hole doping
(yellow circle). Spin exchange (xRPA) exclusively enhances spin-
triplet f -wave superconductivity around the Stoner transition, until
ferrimagnetic order eventually displaces SC at the VHS for U � Uc

(b). Combining the effect of spin and charge fluctuations (xdRPA)
enhances screening driven spin-triplet SC order near the Stoner in-
stability hinting towards significant screening of local interactions
by charge fluctuations. The corresponding SC order parameters in
the valleys K and K ′ are displayed in (c).

the continuum theories employed by a majority of works,
the additional flavor degeneracy due to the valley degree of
freedom enhances the polarization function χ0(q) by a factor
of 4 instead of 2 compared to the usual spin SU (2), which
boosts the contribution of charge fluctuations to electron-
mediated pairing. However, effective continuum theories
hinder a direct description of the microscopic interaction
containing long- and short-ranged terms. This manifests in
an effective spin/valley SU (4) symmetry that must be lifted
by a (phenomenological) intervalley Hunds coupling [34,61].
Here, we remedy this shortcoming by exploiting the orbital-
resolved RPA approach presented in this manuscript and use
the “Ohno” interaction profile [50,62]

V O(r) = Ua√
a2 + r2

e−|r|/d , (3)

where we set a = 0.3a0, d = 200a0, and a0 = 2.46 Å moti-
vated by first-principle calculations [50,51]. Pairing due to
interaction-induced screening is captured by the effective
vertex

V̂ PP
D (k, k′) = V̂ O(qD)

1 + 2V̂ O(qD)χ̂0(qD)
δqD,k−k′ , (4)

FIG. 4. Competition of superconducting order at the VHS of
ABCB for realistic values of the onsite interaction U separated into
contribution from spin fluctuations and screening. (a) Screening of
long-ranged Coulomb interactions (dRPA) favors px,y (dx2−y2,xy)-
wave order, while f /s+ order is suppressed for all values of U .
(b) Spin-fluctuation exchange (xRPA) exclusively promotes spin-
triplet f -wave order. (c) Combining screening and spin fluctuations
(xdRPA) lifts the degeneracy between p/d wave as spin-singlet order
is suppressed by ferrimagnetic spin fluctuations. Eventually, f -wave
order displaces p-wave order at the Stoner transition.

where V̂ O(q) is the discrete Fourier transform of the Ohno
interaction matrix obtained from Eq. (3). Taking only
screened Coulomb interactions into account (dRPA), the
superconducting coupling constant shows two peaks that are
located near the VHS and the edge of the valence bands, see
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

Near the VHS, the leading superconducting order parame-
ter is a doubly degenerate spin triplet with px,y symmetry that
changes sign within each valley as shown in panel (c). The
prevalence of px,y order results from the delicate microscopic
competition of inter- vs intravalley scattering: Screening in
ABCB selectively enhances intravalley scattering qD ≈ � of
Cooper pairs, while intervalley scattering qD ≈ K (′) caused by
short-ranged terms in the Coulomb interaction is suppressed at
the VHS, see Ref. [44]. As the screened interaction V̂ PP

D (k, k′)
remains positive in momentum space, promoted order pa-
rameters must change sign on the (extended) Fermi surface.
Indeed the two spin-triplet px,y-wave order parameters are
accompanied by two spin-singlet dx2−y2,xy order parameters
with slightly lower coupling constant λSC as shown in Fig. 4.
Meanwhile, f /s+-wave order is suppressed near the VHS
for realistic values of the onsite U , which contradicts earlier
predictions of f /s+-wave superconductivity [28,31] based on
phenomenological parameters to model intervalley scattering
in bi- and tetralayer graphene. The situation for low-hole dop-
ing is fundamentally different: As the Fermi surface shrinks
to the three-pocket structure shown in Fig. 3, px,y-wave order
is suppressed as an intravalley sign change is increasingly
disfavored. Instead, almost degenerate f /s+-wave order pre-
vails, which is driven by local interactions as in the xRPA
(spin) case. Continuum model studies [34,61] that neglect
local interactions contrarily report predominant d-wave SC
for low-hole doping, which underlines the importance of con-
sidering the full Coulomb interaction with respective ratios of
onsite and long-ranged interactions.

Competition of spin and charge fluctuations. Finally, we
study the mutual interference of the spin/charge fluctuations
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by carrying out independent resummations of (i) short-range
interactions in the exchange channel and (ii) long-range
interactions in the direct channel (xdRPA), see SM [44]. First,
we observe that the critical temperature is enhanced reaching
Tc ≈ 25 mK near the Stoner transition as shown in Fig. 3.
The order parameter symmetry shows px,y-wave order near
the VHS and f -wave order at the valence band edge rem-
iniscent of the pure screening mechanism. Therefore, spin
fluctuations enhance charge fluctuations in the formation of
superconductivity in ABCB, especially close to the Stoner
transition. Second, the approximate degeneracies between
px,y/dx2−y2,xy ( f /s+)-wave order at the VHS (valence band
edge) are lifted by ferrimagnetic spin fluctuations as shown in
Fig. 4(c). The latter suppress spin-singlet superconductivity
such that with increasing U only triplet order parameters
with px,y ( f )-wave symmetry prevail. Third, screening of the
long-ranged Coulomb tail suppresses local interactions that
are essential for spin-fluctuation induced pairing: For larger
onsite interactions [U = 5 eV, cf. Fig. 3(b)], exchange-driven
SC (purple line) is enhanced near the Stoner phase, while the
effective coupling constant λSC within the combined xdRPA
approach (orange line) is merely affected. However, directly
at the VHS, f -wave SC is recovered before the xdRPA breaks
down at the Stoner transition U → Uc, see Fig. 4(c). We
hence argue that methods that account for interchannel feed-
back, e.g., the functional renormalization group [35,63], could
resolve this delicate interplay at the VHS, i.e., eventually
suppress the magnetic instability and boost f -wave SC.

Discussion. In this work, we discuss the role of spin
fluctuations and screening on the formation of correlated
magnetic and superconducting states in tetralayer graphene
with emphasis on ABCB stacking. The particular shape and
orbital polarization of the bands in ABCB on the hole-
doped side resembles the band structure of bilayer graphene
in an external electric field. Since ABCB graphene is not
topologically obstructed as twisted graphene stacks, we ex-
pect our result to be qualitatively transferable to other
stacking configurations of few-layer graphene, such as AB

bilayer graphene. In contrast to ABCB, superconductivity
in AB graphene emerges at relatively high (experimentally
accessible) displacement fields [2–5], implying that ABCB
graphene provides an interesting avenue to further stabilize
superconductivity in graphene-based multilayers. Due to the
metastable nature of ABCB graphene [37], the experimen-
tal realization of transport devices is likely to pose special
challenges for the sample preparation, especially for the en-
capsulation of ABCB graphene in hexagonal boron nitride
like it is known from ABC trilayer graphene [20,64]. Our
results highlight the importance of theoretically studying
electronic phases in multilayer graphene stacks with micro-
scopically derived interaction profiles that capture long- and
short-ranged Coulomb interactions consistently and motivates
further research with orbital-resolved methods that allow for
interchannel feedback to faithfully resolve the SC order pa-
rameter symmetry at the VHS.
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